CORRIGENDA

Page 15, table 1, column 4, for "158" read "138".
Page 16, line 7, for "1146" read "1246".
Page 30, table 16, heading, for "w'" read "w".
Page 42, table 34 A, pedigree 1320, under heading w*vf s, for "— —" read "4 7".
Page 43, table 34 C, pedigree 1348, under sf, for "49" read "39".
Page 43, table 34 D, pedigree 1425, under w*V, for "55" read "5".
Page 43, table 34 D, pedigree 1428, under sf, for "13" read "14".
Page 47, table 37 (B), pedigree 895, under v, for "7" read "1".
Page 65, section (8), omit sentence beginning "If r, t, and s are diverse", etc. In the next sentence, for "the next following generation", read "any following generation"; and omit the last paragraph of this section, beginning, "The proportions for succeeding generations", etc.
Page 70, last line of section (28), for "91/144" read "85/144".
Page 84, line 11, for "dominant" read "dominants".
Page 87, line 9, limiting value of a—, for "3/2" read "1/2".
Page 105, first line of footnote, for "this" read "these".
Page 107, line 11, for "cream" read "cream a"; for "whiting" read "dark and whiting"; and for "fawn" read "cream b".
Page 129, table 63, column 3, total, for "176" read "178".
Page 130, table 66, pedigree 1155, under v, for "36" read "16".
Page 182, second column of table 7, for "96" read "90".
Page 183, last column of table 8, the broken figure is a "7".
Page 196, line 12, for "Orman." read "Organ.".
Page 289, lines 28-29, for "red-and whites", read "red-and-whites".
Page 354, after name of author insert address, "Columbia University, New York City".
Page 365, line 2, for "JANSSEN'S" read "JANSSENS's".
Page 372, in legend of figure 2, for "pigment" read "areas".
Page 378, ninth line below table 1, for "Y chromosome" read "Y chromosome".
Page 394, last line, for "7.815 ± 0.122", read "6.282 ± 0.112".